The SR – A Personal View by Stew Ross – Part 2
My life with the SR – so far so good
The start
I think it was Groff or someone ages ago who remarked that as a member of the SR Club it was
interesting that my name had the initials to match the bike. Perhaps in some sort of strange ‘mystical’
way that meant that I was always destined to own SRs. Certainly by then I had developed a huge
interest in them which will likely never go away.
My first encounter with an SR500 was not long after their release in ‘78. I’d noticed one sitting in the
front window of Smithfield Motorcycles in Adelaide as I drove past and I wandered over and checked it
out. Smithfield Motorcycles was owned by ‘Sandy’ Sanderson a well-known South Australian trials
riding ‘guru’. I’d already heard of the SR500 by way of the Revs or perhaps the Green Horror magazines,
and looking at the shiny black and gold bike in the window, I liked what I saw.
Back in ’78, however, my main interest was in racing two stroke MXers – a lifestyle which soaked up
just about every spare cent that I had, so buying an SR500 or any other road bike for that matter was
out of the question. So sadly, ‘I loved it and left it’ in Sandy’s showroom for someone else to buy.
Two years before, in ’76, my brother and I had ridden a new TT500C around a small ‘track’ at the back
of a Yamaha shop in Orange, NSW. We both really loved the bike, but I figured it’d be uncompetitive in
MX, so I left it alone. The feel of that great engine, however, stuck solidly in my brain.
In around ’80 or so, things were looking better. Although still racing MX, I had just about enough cash
to look at buying a road bike. I’d already looked in a few places before ending up at Basham Yamaha in
Salisbury. Dave Basham was a mate and an Australian MX champion, among other things, and there on
his showroom floor was an immaculate ’78 SR500E with flat bars and silver painted mags. It only had
5,000 km on the speedo!
It was an SR I’d seen before being serviced in Dave’s workshop and had belonged to a nice chap named
Noel Fleer. Noel had bought the SR and put a sidecar on it, but found the SR lacked the power to do it
real justice. Fortunately for me, he’d traded it on a bigger bike.
Some intensive ‘bargaining’ with Dave and his salesman saw me wheeling the SR out the door, and my
love of SRs began in earnest. I still have this SR, which later became my Black Café Racer (BCR).
Interestingly, the front sidecar mount is still welded onto the frame.
The ‘Black Café Racer’…wasn’t long before I began to modify my new acquisition
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Café racers
Ever since I have been around motorcycles, I have always been a café racer fan. Not the exhaust pipe
covered in fibreglass tape and car tyres type ‘café racers’, but the real ones, like BSA Goldies, Dunstall
Nortons, Tritons, and so on.
I originally come from Griffith, NSW, growing up in a fortunate time when there were bikes
everywhere. Road bikes lined up down the main street with ace-bars, flat bars and clip-ons and even
the occasional Ape Hangers, and many of them from the Land of the Rising Sun.
Later in Melbourne, I also fondly recall parking my CB450, and later, my Honda 750 K1 amongst the
massive line-up of bikes in Melbourne’s Elizabeth Street of a Saturday morning – a great place with all
those bike shops laid out in a row. Sad that it’s not still like that, but time marches on, I guess. I recall
the line up of orange Laverda 750 SFCs in Stanco and the array of café racer parts hanging up in Pratts
…sigh. I still have one of their catalogues here somewhere and I even bought my first set of racing
leathers and gloves there, but I digress…
My first bike was a black and silver Honda S90, Sport 90, which I soon fitted a $15 set of adjustable acebars to; well it was all I could afford at the time.
Later on I bought a new candy blue-green Honda CB450 twin and café’d that.
My brother Glen seated on the S90 café racer…even took the chrome tank panels off now and then!

The 450 ended up painted in ‘wild violet’ with adjustable ace bars and ‘occasionally’ Dunstall megas
with stays holding them up to the rear of the frame. The use of these very loud megas was an on
again/off again thing at the ‘pleasure’ of the NSW authorities. I’d usually wait for two weeks or so then
fit them again. My ‘claim to fame’ with the 450 was that I had a ‘Stone’ fairing on it even before the
movie ‘Stone’ existed. I still have a soft spot for all these Hondas.
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Later, the CB450 was painted in Wild Violet. Yes, I was a bit lighter and had hair back then!

Back to SRs
When I bought the E model SR, at the same time, my racing mate Chris had also bought a new Yamaha
RD350LC. Living in Adelaide, we then headed straight for the Adelaide Hills – probably the best
collection of motorcycling roads in one place in Australia. The LC was faster than the SR and better
braked, so it wasn’t long before a few mods were required so the SR could try and keep up in the
corners.
The quick little 350LC with Dunstall clip-ons attached
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Clip-ons and home-made rear set pegs were fitted to the SR, together with a bevel Ducati SS seat and
fairing. The SS seat needed to be widened to go over the SR’s ‘ample’ rear sub-frame, which seemed to
suit the seat’s styling; all this held together by the odd aircraft fastener or two.
Twin discs at the front helped to stop the bike better, and looked OK too. A nice paint job was done by
Anthony, a long-time family friend, that matched the SR’s black tank and side cover, with SR-style gold
pin striping on the fairing and seat to finish it all off. A replica Dunstall Decibel silencer freed up a few
‘small’ horses, and all was done.
Once sorted, it was back to the Adelaide Hills again.
The riding position was great, and the aerodynamics, together with the less restrictive muffler, helped
me to stay with the LC. All was great! In a downhill run the SR could ‘theoretically’ even reach the
magic ton, well, on the speedo at least.
For a while I was happy with the SR – it was great to ride and great to work on – simple and troublefree.
My first go at café’ing an SR, the Black Café Racer (BCR) begins

But, I had always loved the looks of the Dunstall Nortons, Yamaha TZs, and the early Honda 4 stroke
racers, so I was always on a look out for other parts I could fit to the SR to get closer to my ‘ideal’ café
racer.
Around this time, a ‘road-trials sidecar-racing’ friend nicknamed Milo decided he wanted an SR. As he
liked the looks of my modified SR, he asked whether, if he bought one, could I make him one the same?
By now my ideas of the BCR’s styling were altering, so I said, how about I sell him my setup so I can get
some more parts to start again? Can’t recall the details of the ‘exchange’ now and I doubt it would have
been for much money, but it enabled me to get a new SS fairing and start off with a modified TZ seat,
etc. I even came across a fairly used TZ350B alloy tank for $25…but more of that later.
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Soon Milo’s brand new SR500H, complete with new E model tank, arrived straight into my carport for
some alteration. Milo certainly didn’t muck around! I felt rather guilty attacking a brand new SR with an
angle grinder and a drill and a file, but Milo was happy, so all was good.
Now I was free to start on the BCR again.
Working away in my carport on Milo’s new ‘straight from the Pitmans showroom’ SR500. As you can
see, I was still racing MX.

Milo’s SR…the end result...stock SR Bridgestone Mag Mopus tyres
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Black Café Racer Mk 2
Getting money for the Milo bike parts meant that I’d already bought a new SS fairing, and had Canuck
Products in Adelaide extend a TZ350G seat to suit the frame. The alloy TZ tank had been expertly
modified by Adelaide tank guy Bill Byles and it now fitted the frame perfectly.
Well, it would eventually fit anyway… early ‘attempts’ at fitting the TZ tank showed that despite my
best efforts, it wouldn’t go on easily…heh, heh..

I was going to make my own rear-sets as before, but a chance encounter with the guys from Eltham
Yamaha at a road race at Mac Park near Mt Gambier steered me fatefully in the direction of the great
Rod Tingate in Melbourne.
The Eltham Yamaha guys and Nick Santamaria had been road racing a fast and very ‘trick’ SR500
successfully for some time, and it went very well. That bike was a nice clean looking machine which
incidentally, has been owned for a long time now by club member Col Lethbridge and is registered and
on the road. Small SR world!
The Eltham Yamaha racer at Sandown in ‘81/’82…pic from Nick Santamaria (Left), the SR’s rider at the
time, with Eltham Yamaha’s Mark Phillips (Right) …and the Tingate Racing bits
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The things that attracted my attention on the Eltham Yamaha bike, other than the obvious speed,
were the Tingate rear-sets and exhaust. So after getting Rod's phone number, I was off once again.
Col's ex-Eltham Yamaha racer, then in need of some TLC

Col's SR now
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I was busy gathering up parts for the changes I was making. I’d pulled the top end from the engine and
fitted a WISECO 10:1 piston, changed the cam chain, re-seated the valves, and replaced the valve stem
seals. I’d acquired a 38mm TZ350G power jet carby from Dave Basham, which I’d re-jetted, and K&N
filters were fitted to the carby and crank-case breather outlet. The QA throttle was a spare component
from my YZ465 MXer.
Rod provided me with a set of rear-sets and one of his excellent race exhausts. I had him black chrome
the header as well.
The BCR Mk2, coming along. New Tingate rear sets fitted up.

Front guard was from an RD350LC

Rod also made me a cast and machined alloy carby adapter, with a rubber sleeve to attach the bigger
carby to the SR’s head… the BCR was edging closer to being back on the road.
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Bill Byles modified tank and new SS fairing on. Mags were painted gold.

Bill made the tank fit the SR’s frame perfectly, even keeping the tank’s internal baffles, for the most
part. The reservoir at the lower rear was cut off the tank and has subsequently been used by Rod
Tingate on the alloy tank on my Honda 350 racer.
The fuel tap was from a Yamaha YZ, and only provides ON or OFF positions. I have pushed the BCR on
one occasion due to this…the other occasion was when the lock tab on the countershaft sprocket let
go…err, that’d also be down to me…
Getting closer: stretched seat, Mulholland RD shocks
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Finally Mk 2 was getting there. Tingate exhaust fitted up. This pic was on its first ride.

The paint was then done once again by Anthony, the same friend who’d painted it the first time, and
the ‘revised’ BCR was away. The bike went really well from its first outing, which was alongside two
Ducati twins, and after a few jetting alterations, it remained that way more or less ‘till the early ‘90s.

Black Café Racer Mk 3
One thing I have learned over the years is that once you start making these sorts of machines, they are
never really ever finished! So it was and continues to be today with the BCR.
Little things are changed or altered as you go, like removing of side covers and battery boxes, the
making of different brackets, and so on.
A new start…again
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The drum brakes
I had always wanted to fit wire wheels and big drum brakes onto the BCR.
A Honda 350 road racer project that I continue to ‘play’ with, had left me with a ‘spare’ 8” Suzuki
GT750J, 4 leading shoe drum brake, laced to an 18” alloy rim, ‘just sitting around’…hmm, so into the
workshop came the BCR once again.
Once the Suzy axle set-up was modified to suit the SR forks, the 4LS drum wheel was installed fairly
easily. I’d also been able to source an 18” rear wheel from a Yamaha TX750 twin, with a large 7” rear
drum brake. I got the wheel, minus the brake plate, from my friend Dave Basham, who by then had
conveniently owned a Yamaha wrecking business.
I found a TX brake plate somewhere up in Queensland, courtesy of another contact, which was then
modified to accept rear brake cable operation. New TX brake shoes were easily and cheaply available
over the counter from Yamaha.
While the bike was on the bench, I took the opportunity to remove the battery box, placing all of the
electric ‘stuff’ up on an aluminium plate that was suspended from the side cover mounts…battery
‘went away’ then as well, replaced by a large capacitor.
Back in for work again…setting up the TX cable operated rear brake

Dave also helped me with some other stuff, such as a better carby mount onto the head machined
from a cast Matchless G50 copy item, an R5 Yamaha rear brake cable, which I modified, modification of
the wheel axles, and some other machining which I was unable to do myself at the time. Finally, after a
little work, BCR Mk 3 rolled out onto the road.
Around this time I met motorcycle journalist, Hamish Cooper, at Mallala race track. I was out there
watching Dave Basham and his son Anthony (‘Snoop’) prepare their Basham-JAP 500 single for the
Aussie 500 Classic Racing titles (which incidentally Snoop won!). Hamish expressed an interest in doing
a magazine article on my BCR.
Hamish ended up writing the article around the BCR and another friend Dean’s nice SR café racer. The
article made it into an Australian mag, which I won’t mention (), but much more importantly, into the
revered UK publication Classic Bike, which we were both very pleased about.
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The Basham-JAP at Mallala with ‘young’ Dave (middle) and Snoop (right); the BCR lurking in behind.

Part of Classic Bike mag’s BCR Mk 3 article…did I tell you I dislike bar-end mirrors!

Yet more changes – Mk 3.5?
I modified the bike again a few years back. That was so that I could run the BCR on Lake Omeo near
Benambra in Victoria’s high country, at a proposed dry lake bed event run by the Dry Lake Racing
Association (DLRA). This was done mostly out of frustration with us not having been able to run the
Salt Racer SR out on Lake Gairdner for a few years due to water on the lake!
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Work on the BCR for Lake Omeo had included the fitment of dual kill switches, a steering damper
(which really all SRs need anyway), numbers, new tyres and some other detail stuff. Sadly, however,
once again it all came to nought when it rained. Image that, how darn inconvenient…water on a
lake…again!
As an aside, they actually got so much rain on Lake Omeo that instead of the planned October car and
bike event, they were actually able to hold a real boat regatta for the first time in many, many
years…lakes, can’t be trusted…bloody typical!
The ‘Lake Omeo ready’ BCR, seen here at the Annual SR Rally at Bethanga a couple of years back…this
was physically as close as it ever got to Lake Omeo

Recently I have installed a nice Japanese aftermarket top triple clamp from WM to the BCR – something
I’d wanted to do for years. I’ve also fitted new mirrors (not on the ends of the bars) and a smaller tail
light, and I have a couple of other parts still on order. I also began fitting some nice alloy Posh-brand
fork spring pre-load adjusters today…neat…well ‘till I broke an O-ring anyway….
New top TC fitted up

I am now going to put it on classic rego and ride it around on the road again instead of leaving it under
a cover. I look forward to that!
So is the BCR actually finished yet? Well, somehow I really doubt it.
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The ‘SR500 Roadie’
In 2001/2, after sadly destroying a perfectly good Honda SP1, I decided that I ‘needed’ another SR500
café racer to ride around. Surprised?!
This time I wanted a more ‘stock’ looking SR café racer…if there is such a thing.
I already owned another really nice stock SR500H, but I didn’t really want to hack into that one.
Unfortunately, for various reasons, it didn’t end up that way, but I’ll discuss the SRH in a little while.
So after a bit of looking around, I settled on a nice E model from Griffith in NSW. I already knew that
bike a little as I’d seen it at a Classic Rally there some time before; it already had Ace bars, a ‘racer style’
seat and a stainless Norton muffler fitted which was fairly ‘rorty’…hmm, is that really a word?
The SR Roadie after a few mods I’d done such as twin front discs, Tingate SR bars and rear-sets

Now all this was going along nicely and according to plan, until a chance 100 km/h ‘encounter’ with a
wallaby up in the Brindabellas blurred the lines somewhat. The chance encounter also left me with a
dent in my left thigh muscle from the end of one of my Tingate clip-ons, and the H model bike you see
up on the stand above entering into a ‘significant state of disassembly’. This was done in order for me
to re-build the E model Roadie. The die had been thrown and my ‘really nice stock H model’ instantly
had become the New Café Racer (NCR), but more of that one later.
The Roadie has endured quite a number of changes over time. Nevertheless, it is probably now as close
as I will ever get these days to actually owning a ‘stock’ SR500, as I can never seem to leave them alone
for very long. I even resisted the thought of buying my old mate’s immaculate G model recently ‘cause I
knew what I’d likely do to it. Better for it to go to someone else who’ll leave it alone.
The Roadie now has quite a number of Japanese aftermarket parts on it and some of my own
manufacture. It also sports a stylish Staintune Conti, which those who have ridden behind me will likely
agree, is not real quiet.
I replaced the stock pumper carby with a 38mm Mikuni after having the inevitable issues with the stock
item, and there is no longer an airbox on the bike. The Roadie now has genuine Yamaha SR400/500
rear-sets as well.
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The engine is still basically standard, but in a while that will change as it becomes’ due’ for a few
performance mods as it’s starting to use a little oil. It’s possible that the engine seeing an occasional
8,500rpm while riding with Mark over the Granya, may have had some influence on this. I also have
a spare Ex-Salt-Racer Lennie Norris-ported head sitting here that is hardly used, which really should
be used on ‘something’.
I replaced the old style Koni rear shocks with the longer and superior GAZI units, after the Konis leaked
out all the oil, rendering the SR almost uncontrollable. The fork springs are a tad firmer than stock as
well. As I said previously, one thing the SR really needs is a steering damper and I now make damper
kits for the SR that bolt straight on. Gratuitous advertisement there…
The Roadie’s brakes have also been significantly improved in power and feel with the addition of
braided stainless steel hoses front and back. Otherwise this is a fairly ‘standard-ish’ motorcycle that I
just love to ride.
The SR Roadie
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The SR Salt Racer ‘Saltie’
A while back now, partly spurred on by the movie the World’s Fastest Indian, my brother Glen and I
decided to have a go at racing out on the white stuff…salt, of course – not snow!
It all started out quite ‘innocently’ as these things often do, with comments like…”maybe we could build
up a Honda CB125 single racer”, etc., etc., but over a period of time, it turned into what it was likely
always going to be – an SR500 for a full-on attack on the Dry Lake Racing Association (DLRA) Australian
Modified, Partial Streamlining, Fuel, 500cc (MPS/F 500cc) 2010 class speed record.
Some first ideas…it all seemed so ‘innocent’ back then...heh, heh

I started out by trying to use up some odd parts I had around the garage, but that quickly changed as
my ideas altered as I went along. The bike below was the outcome the first time round. There is already
a fair bit around written on this bike, so I’ll keep it brief. This was Saltie Mk 1.
Saltie Mk 1, 2010 Aust MPS/F500cc record speed of 114.722 mph
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Saltie Mk 2 came about ‘cause I felt we could do a lot better, especially streamlining-wise. The John
Cronshaw-style fairing helped us immensely, and the engine was once again significantly altered.
The massive Tingate exhaust mega needs to be heard in operation to appreciate just how loud it really
is. Large blue flames come out the back as you warm it up from the burning Elf Perfo 105 race fuel! This
looks great in the early morning when combined with the dull red glow of the header…err, sorry John;
exhaust pipe!
Saltie Mk 2, Aust MPS/F 500cc record speed of 125.357 mph; beautiful ‘Bernie Willett’ alloy tank

We are really happy to have had two back to back DLRA Aust MPS/F 500cc class records with the SR500
‘Saltie’, especially considering the class is open up to all comers with 500cc capacity. ‘Record speed’
achieved on the Salt isn’t just a momentary speed achieved, it’s an average speed timed over a mile
following a two mile run up. So it’s throttle flat out for the whole time once moving. Our recording
device showed that during our timed run we’d actually achieved 127 mph for a short time.
I think that considering Bonneville speeds on SRs and other 500 single Yamahas that I’ve seen, at that
time we likely had the fastest officially recorded SR in the World. Six months later in September 2013,
another SR at Bonneville reportedly went 128 mph.
Saltie at Deus, sitting beside their Molnar Manx
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We're done with the Salt now (probably, heh, heh  ), and it is good to see that our record was beaten
by just over 1 mph by another Club member, Brian Fullard, on a greatly modified Yamaha TT500, just
over a year later, in 2014.

The Dave Camier Racing (DCM500)
While not an SR, the engine in the DCM is still from an XT500C and thus a Yamaha 500 single, so I
consider it worthwhile mentioning here.
The DCM Yamaha 500
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I recall reading a magazine article in one of the UK bike mags in the early ‘80s where journalist Michael
Scott rode a couple of Sound of Singles (SOS) bikes at Brands Hatch. The SOS class was taking off in the
UK at the time and both of the bikes featured were DCMs. One had an SR500 engine, and the other, a
Honda XL500 engine. Scott described the DCMs he rode as ‘…almost as powerful as a Manx Norton, yet
almost 100 lbs lighter…’.
The DCM is certainly light when compared to an SR, being at least 100 lbs (45 kg) lighter than a stock SR
without even trying! The SOS article also stated the GBP£850 price of the frame kit, which in AUD$,
even at that time, was pretty reasonable.
DCM 500 article SR

Here in Australia, both Mark Cumberland and I gave thought about trying to get one each back then,
but in the end, it all became too hard. Some years later I saw a For Sale ad in one of the Australian bike
magazines for what looked like a DCM-framed road bike, but at the time it was too expensive for me,
so I let it go (from memory, I think there may even have been an Australian magazine article written on
it at some time as well).
Years later I was approached at a bike rally about whether or not I’d be interested in a Yamaha single
café racer…turned out to the be the very same DCM… this time around, I bought it!
Barry, the previous owner/builder, had seen the frame kits for sale at a UK bike show in the early ‘80s
and he immediately made arrangements to buy one. He had then brought it back to Australia by air, in
the days when you could get away with it as luggage, and the bike was here in Australia. He eventually
built it up as road bike, ‘engineering’ it appropriately, and it was registered.
When Barry sold it to me, he said that he’d lost enthusiasm for the project and that he’d passed it on to
me to continue. I turned it ‘back’ into a SOS race bike, getting ‘alloy magician’ Bernie Willett in
Melbourne (now retired, sadly) to repair the damaged fuel tank and make me an under-seat breather
catch tank.
Dave Camier had always fitted the 500 engine’s oil tank beneath the engine instead of inside the frame,
so this was where I left it…I am still in the process of modifying some parts of that tank.
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Fuel tank damage prior to Bernie the magician getting to work

Ongoing oil tank mods

The New Café Racer (NCR)
I have previously mentioned the NCR. Named with apologies to the Italian bike-racing concern, Nepoti
and Caracchi (Rizzi) Racing…. I started the NCR back in the early 2000s as a statement of what I
thought my ultimate SR café racer should be – old-style café racer lines, but with some modern touches
‘thrown in’. I do get back to it every now and then.
I had an alloy tank and seat made for it, once again by the ‘magician’ Bernie Willett. Bernie did a great
job on them, and they have been sitting on the frame here now for a very long time.
It’s had a set of 2000 R6 forks fitted to the fairly solid triple clamps that had been made for it by the
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late, great, Kelvin Franks from Adelaide. Kelvin was a good bloke who also made the aluminium clip-ons
to suit.
The NCR’s front end in situ…330 mm full floating disc with 7075 centre by Manta Engineering

The front hub is a Talon twin-disc hub that was sourced overseas, and the rim is an 18” Takasago Excel
one. The front disc was a 330 mm CBR1000RR one with a custom-made full floating centre from what
used to be Manta Engineering in Melbourne.
Upper and lower triple clamps and clip-ons were from Kelvin Franks in Adelaide
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Massive lower clamps with triple bolt clamp-up on each side

For rear shocks, I am looking at fitting Gazi items, as the flashy Wilbers ones I wanted, with high and
low speed damping, etc., turned out to be around $2,500! The swing arm is a Japanese aftermarket
item from CHS which I’ve long covetted...so no expense spared here.
The engine has been mostly done and is about ready for top end assembly. The crank cases, cylinder
and head have all been hydra-blasted in Melbourne and look terrific. On the crank, there’s a Carrillo
conrod and the head porting was done years back by Café Racer.
Even though I have had the cylinder accurately bored to suit the new piston, considering the seizure
problems that have been experienced with the newer-style Wiseco slipper pistons in the last few years,
I am still deciding whether or not to increase the piston to bore clearance by careful honing. This would
be a ‘just in case’ consideration and may not yet prove to be necessary.
The NCR ‘s engine cases were hydra-blasted in Melbourne; Keihin CRS38 carby ready to install
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Bottom end is mostly done…there’s a Carillo rod hiding in there somewhere

All in all, the NCR is probably still a long way off completion, but even so, it has certainly made some
strides over the years. Unfortunately, however, other bikes have gotten in the way of getting it
‘completed’, and continue to do so.
Hopefully, I can get more serious about it in a little while…

The Green Hornet
The Green Hornet was named by an ex-work colleague who shall remain anonymous. He obviously
shows more style and flair in his naming of things than me ‘cause I would simply have called it the
Green Café Racer. So that’d be the GCR?
The Green Hornet is a no expense spared 2005 SR400 café racer that I have built to sell. It’s the first of
ten bikes that I plan to make, and there will never be another one made by me like it.
The Green Hornet out for a nice day and checking out Suzanne
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It’s a collection of many of the things that I would like to have in my own SR café racers and it’s made
up of only the best quality Japanese after-market components.
I deliberately made the bike that way so that in the event of the bike being damaged, which I hope it
never would be, the new owner could simply go out to somewhere like Vanem or Deus and buy the
replacement parts as if it was a production bike.
The Green Hornet out for the day

When you build these sorts of bikes, you often end up putting stuff on them you’ve always wanted to
have yourself. Things such as the Australian made alloy body Ikon shocks; these are really nice things
and extremely light, as well. Riding on this bike, even though I haven’t done many k’s, shows it to be
light to handle and responsive. It’s a really great all-round bike and café racer.
I have placed an ad for this bike on the SR Club website that I hope you will all read.
Love these headlights
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Where to from here
Well I guess that there are still a few SRs left in me yet and I’d still love to build a nice HL500 MX’er one
day, perhaps very similar to this one.
HL500

I still have to finish off a few as you can see above, and there are always other ideas to explore further.
Hope you all enjoyed my little ‘insight’ into a part of my world. If you have any questions, please feel
free to ask…never know, I might even know the answer…maybe.
Stew 
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